
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Wanganui Jockey Club Date: Sunday 16th August 2015 
Weather: Fine then Showery 
Track: Heavy  11 upgraded after Race 2 to Heavy 10 
Rail: Out 7 metres  
Stewards: G Whiterod (Chairman), N Goodwin, B Bateup.  
Typist: Stewards 

 

GENERAL:  
Following the running of R2 the track conditions were upgraded to a heavy 10, retrospective to Race 1. 

  

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Nil 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing:  SHARE THE BLAME;  GAGARIN; SNODROPTWINKLETOES; BROKEN BELT; OFFROADING; DANNY 

BOY; ROD’S LINCOLN; WISE MEN SAY. 
Suspensions: Race    

Protests: Race   

Fines: Race    

Warnings: Race    

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions: Race    

Medical Certificates:  

Rider Changes: Race    

Late Scratchings: Race    

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 PALAMOUNTAINS NEW MY BEAU VET COLLECTION MDN HDL 3000 Metres 

JITZU was slow away (3 lengths). 
II POVERINO and JACKABEAN collided when jumping the first fence. 
HANCOCK was retired prior to jumping the fence near the 1000 metres when the rider M McNelis considered something 
amiss. A subsequent veterinary inspection did not reveal any abnormality. When questioned M McNELIS stated the horse 
had jumped indifferently throughout and was under pressure some distance out and he could offer no tangible excuse.  
JUSTA TOMBOY was retired near the 900 metres when out of contention. 
SORTEMOUT hit the fence near the 600 metres. 
GOONDIWINDI was retired in the home straight when well back and out of contention. 
 

Race 2 WANGANUI RACEHORSE OWNERS ASSN RST OPEN HDL 3000 Metres 

VENERATE began awkwardly and was then tightened a short distance further.  
FIELD DAZE raced keenly early.  
BOY raced keenly early.  
THATZ DAVID was inclined to run down its fences in the early and middle stages.  
MY MAGICIAN was inclined to run down its fences early. 
FIELD DAZE put in a short jump at the fence near the 900 metres dislodging rider M MITCHELL who was uninjured.  
LE BON FIN hit the fence near the 600 metres and fell dislodging rider R COLE who was uninjured. 
GAGARIN and BOY momentarily bumped approaching the final jump.  



 

 

BOY landed awkwardly upon jumping the last fence losing momentum. 
FIELD DAZE and LE BON FIN were both cleared of any injury. 
 

Race 3 JOLT COFFEE HOUSE WANGANUI STEEPLECHASE 4100 Metres 

BRAVE BUCANEER and FLYING COSSACK collided when landing over the second fence. 
HAZY DAYS was retired prior to jumping the fence near the 1000 metres.  
BRAVE BUCCANER was retired prior to jumping the fence near the 900 metres. 
AND THATZ SCOTTY was retired prior to jumping the fence near the 600 metres when out of contention. 
FLYING COSSACK was retired after jumping the fence at the 600 metres when out of contention. 
AND THATZ SCOTTY lost a front pad during the running. 
All four horses which did not complete the course were cleared by veterinary staff.    
Rider H BOGNUDA (TIM) was reminded of her obligation to ride her mount out fully to the finish when circumstances 
permit after she relaxed her ride over the final stages. 
KRASE returned to the enclosure with blood present in one nostril. A subsequent veterinarian examination confirmed the 
gelding had ruptured a blood vessel in the right nasal passage so was not considered a bleeder. 
 

Race 4 PROPERTY BROKERS COMPLIANCE MAIDEN 1360 Metres 

BROKEN BELT shifted in abruptly at the start simultaneously as KIRRA BELLE shifted out resulting in ELUSIVE JANE, EL 
CAMPIONE RINGBOLT and I GOTTA HUNCH being tightened, resulting in I GOTTA HUNCH and ELUSIVE JANE losing ground. 
BENNIES APPROVAL was inclined to hang outwards approaching the first bend and in doing so hampered VON TOLL Also 
contributing was IL CAMPIONE which shifted in. 
RINGBOLT ran wide on the point of the turn dictating I GOTTA HUNCH over extra ground.  
Prior to the authorisation of dividends the connections of 4th placed I GOTTA HUNCH viewed footage of the home straight  
but elected not to proceed with an objection against the 3rd placed RINGBOLT. 
RINGBOLT shifted ground inwards for some distance under pressure in the home straight. Apprentice jockey L WERNER was 
shown footage of her ride and was reminded that she is expected to straighten her mount sooner when able to do so.  
IL CAMPIONE was dictated inwards over the final stages when RINGBOLT shifted ground.  
IL CAPIONE lost the off hind plate in the running. 
  
 
 

Race 5 RIVERSIDE BAR R65 1360 1360 Metres 

OFF ROADING was slow away. 
RED REBEL began awkwardly. 
DAL TE EN TEE raced wide throughout and near the 200 metres ducked inwards abruptly prior to being straightened 
S WYNN the rider of LINCOLN PARK was reminded of her obligation with respect to her use of the whip prior to the 200m 
and also of her obligation to ride her mount out fully to the finish after she relaxed her ride over the final stages.  
   
 
 

Race 6 PALAMOUNTAINS NUTRITION R75 1200 Metres 

M Singh (BONNY HEIGHTS) was reminded of his obligation regarding the use of his whip in the home straight. 

Race 7 TAKE IT EASY TOURS FIRST ANNIVERSARY 2060 Metres 

ROYAL HAZE began awkwardly. 
CISKAY raced three wide in the early stages. 
HOUNDSCRY (L Werner) shifted ground inward for some distance over the concluding stages prior to being straightened. L 
Werner was shown footage of her ride for educational purposes. 
 

Race 8 LOWE SCHOLLUM & JONES MAIDEN 2060 Metres 

WISE MEN SAY and WHITE FACE were slow away. 
EXWHYWHAT ran wide rounding the turn near the 1600 metres losing ground. 
HAMILTONIAN shifted ground under pressure over the final stages. 
The rider of WOOD CHOPPER L Werner which disappointed reported the gelding may not have been suited to the 
indifferent pace but otherwise had no tangible excuse. 

 


